March 23rd, 2020

TO ALL LUMENITE CUSTOMERS

We join all our customers in prayer that this national emergency will soon end. During this difficult time Lumenite Control Technology, Inc. will remain open because of the essential nature of our manufacturing responsibility. Lumenite products are sold predominately to the milk, food, and pharmaceutical industry. Some control devices are used by health departments and dairies to assure the proper, USDA legal code defined, pasteurization of milk and juice products is satisfied.

Of course, we understand the very serious nature of this pandemic and are taking every possible precaution to protect our staff. If one of our employees were to contract the Coronavirus, we would be forced to immediately close operations until all remaining employees are tested and proved negative for the virus.

The Lumenite family wishes you and yours good health during this very troubling period and the further blessings of love and hope as we move forward together.

Sincerely Yours,
Lumenite Control Technology, Inc.

Ron Calabrese
President